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ABSTRACT

In support of art investigation, we propose a new source separation method that unmixes a single X-ray scan acquired from
double-sided paintings. Unlike prior source separation methods, which are based on statistical or structural incoherence of
the sources, we use visual images taken from the front- and
back-side of the panel to drive the separation process. The
coupling of the two imaging modalities is achieved via a new
multi-scale dictionary learning method. Experimental results
demonstrate that our method succeeds in the discrimination
of the sources, while state-of-the-art methods fail to do so.
Index Terms— Image separation, side information, dictionary learning, image decomposition, multi-modal imaging.
1. INTRODUCTION
The analysis and enhancement of high-resolution digital
acquisitions of paintings is becoming a popular field of research [1, 2]. Prior work includes the removal of canvas
artifacts in high-resolution photographs [3], the removal of
cradling in X-ray images of paintings on panel [4], as well as
the detection and digital removal of cracks [5].
In this work, we propose a novel framework to separate
X-ray images taken from double-sided paintings. A famous
piece of art that contains panels painted on both sides is the
Ghent Altarpiece (1432) created by Jan and Hubert van Eyck.
In preparation of its restoration, the masterpiece was digitized
by means of various modalities: visual photography, infrared
photography and reflectography, and X-radiography [6]. The
latter is a powerful tool for art investigation, as it reveals information about the structural condition of the painting. However, X-ray scans of double-sided paintings are very cluttered,
thus making their reading by art experts difficult. The reason
is that these images contain information from both sides of
the painting as well as its support (wood structure or canvas).
Prior work on umixing signals focuses mostly on the blind
source separation (BSS) problem, where the task is to retrieve
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the different signal sources from one or more linear mixtures. Independent component analysis (ICA) [7]—where the
sources are assumed to be statistically independent—and nonnegative matrix factorization—where the sources are considered or transformed into a nonnegative representation [8]—
are representative methods to solve the BSS problem. Alternative solutions adhere to a Bayesian formulation, via,
for example, Markov random fields [9]. Sparsity is another
source prior, heavily exploited in BSS problems [10,11], with
morphological component analysis (MCA) being a state-ofthe-art method. The assumption in MCA is that each source
has a different morphology; namely, it has a sparse representation over a set of bases, alias, dictionaries, while being
non-sparse over other dictionaries. The dictionaries can be
pre-defined, for instance, the wavelet or the discrete cosine
transform (DCT), or learned from a set of training signals.
Seminal dictionary learning works include the method of optimal directions (MOD) [12] and the K-SVD algorithm [13],
both utilizing the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [14]
method to perform sparse signal decomposition. Recently,
MCA has been combined with K-SVD, thus enabling dictionaries to be learned while separating [15].
The assumptions in previous source separation methods
are not fitting our problem as both sources have similar morphological and statistical traits. In this work, we propose a
novel method to perform separation of X-ray images of paintings by using images of another modality as side information.
Our approach consists of two steps: 1) learning multi-scale
dictionaries from photographs and X-rays of single-sided
panels (in which the X-rays are not mixed), and 2) separating the given mixed X-ray from a double-sided panel, using
those dictionaries and the photographs from each side. Previous work has used coupled dictionary learning to address
problems in audio-visual analysis [16], super-resolution [17],
photo-sketch synthesis [18], and human pose estimation [19].
Besides the application domain, our method differs from
prior work in the way we model the correlation between the
sources. Experimental evidence proves that our method is
superior compared to the state-of-the-art MCA technique,
configured either with fixed or trained dictionaries.

Algorithm 1 modified Orthogonal Matching Pursuit

2. IMAGE SEPARATION WITH SIDE
INFORMATION
We start by describing MCA, as the state-of-the-art sparsity
based source separation method, and afterwards we introduce
the proposed method which, unlike the former, makes use
of side information. First, let us denote by x1 ∈ Rn×1 and
x2 ∈ Rn×1 two vectorized X-ray image patches that we wish
to separate from a given X-ray scan patch m = x1 + x2 .
Morphological Component Analysis. Assume that each xi
admits a sparse decomposition in a different overcomplete
dictionary Λi ∈ Rn×di , (n  di ); namely, each component
can be expressed as xi = Λi zi , where zi ∈ Rdi ×1 is a sparse
vector comprising a few non-zero coefficients: kzi k0 = si 
di , with k∙k0 denoting the `0 pseudo-norm. MCA [10,11] decomposes the mixture by approximately solving the following
optimization problem:
minimize
z1 ,z2

subject to

kz1 k0 + kz2 k0

m = Λ 1 z1 + Λ 2 z 2

(1)

A typical approximation consists of replacing the `0 pseudonorm with the `1 -norm.
Source Separation with Side Information. The use of side
information has proven beneficial in various inverse problems
[20–22]. Adhering to this logic, we show how side information can be helpful in separating mixtures, where the sources
have similar characteristics. In our particular problem, we
consider side information signals y1 and y2 formed by the colocated visual image patches of the front and the back of the
painting. Both the X-ray and side information signals admit a
sparse decomposition in given dictionaries, namely,
y1 = Ψc z1c
y2 = Ψc z2c ,

(2)

and
= Φc z1c + Φv
xray
1
ray
x2 = Φc z2c + Φv,

(3)

where zic ∈ Rγ×1 , with kzic k0 = sz  γ, denotes the
sparse component that is common to the visual and X-ray images with respect to dictionaries Ψc , Φc ∈ Rn×γ . Moreover,
v ∈ Rd×1 , with kvk0 = sv  d, denotes the sparse innovation component of the X-ray image, obtained with respect
to dictionary Φ ∈ Rn×d . The common components express
the structure underlying both the X-ray and natural images,
while the innovation component captures X-ray specific parts
of the signal (e.g., traces of the wooden panel). The separation problem is now formulated as the following problem:
minimize
zc1 ,zc2 ,v

subject to

kzc1 k0 + kzc2 k0 + kvk0

m = Φc z1c + Φc z2c + 2Φv
y1 = Ψc z1c
y2 = Ψc z2c

(4)

Initialization
1: Initialize residual: r0 = b.
2: Total sparsity of vector w: sw = sz + sv .
3: Counters for the sparsity of z and v: `z = 0, `v = 0.
4: Set of non-zero elements of w: Ω = ∅.
Algorithm
5: for i = 1, 2, . . . , sw do
6:
Sort the indices ζ = {1, 2, . . . , γ +d}, corresponding to the
θζ columns of Θ, such that |hri−1 , θζ i| are in descending order.
Put the ordered indices in the vector qi .
7:
Set G = ∅ and auxiliary iterator it = 0.
8:
while G = ∅ do
it=it+1.
9:
Find index that corresponds to value of it: κ = qi [it].
10:
if κ ∈ I AND `z < sz then
11:
12:
Set G = κ and increase: `z = `z + 1.
13:
else
if κ ∈ J AND `v < sv then
14:
Set G = κ and increase : `v = `v + 1.
15:
16:
end if
17:
end if
end while
18:
Update the set of non-zero elements of w, i.e., Ωi = Ωi−1 ∪
19:
{κ}, and the matrix of chosen atoms: Θi = [Θi−1 θκ ].
20:
Solve: wi = arg minw kb − Θi wk2 .
21:
Calculate the new residual: ri = b − Θi wi .
22: end for

The relaxed version of Problem (4) boils down to Basis Pursuit, which is solved by convex optimization tools, e.g., [23].

3. COUPLED DICTIONARY LEARNING
ALGORITHM
We train coupled dictionaries, Ψc , Φc , Φ, by using image
patches sampled from registered visual and X-ray images of
single-sided panels, which do not suffer from superposition
phenomena. Let Y, X ∈ Rn×t represent a set of t co-located
√
vectorized visual and X-ray patches, each containing n ×
√
n pixels. We assume that the columns of X and Y can
be decomposed as in (3), and we collect their common components into the columns of the matrix Z ∈ Rγ×t and their
innovation components into the columns of V ∈ Rd×t . We
formulate the coupled dictionary learning problem as
minimize
c
Ψ ,Z
Φc ,Φ,V

s.t.

1
2 kY

2

2

− Ψc ZkF + 12 kX − Φc Z − ΦV kF ,

kzτ k0 ≤ sz ,
kvτ k0 ≤ sv ,

∀τ = 1, 2, . . . t,

(5)
where zτ , vτ are sparse vector-columns of matrix Z and V , τ
runs over the columns of Z and V , and sz , sv are thresholds

on the sparsity level. Given initial estimates for the dictionaries1 , Problem (5) is solved by iterating between a sparsecoding step, where the dictionaries are fixed, and a dictionary
update step, in which the coefficients are fixed, as in [12, 13].
Given fixed dictionaries, the sparse coding problem decomposes into t problems that can be solved in parallel:
(zτk+1 , vτk+1 ) = arg min
zτ ,vτ

s.t.

1
2



  ck
Ψ
yτ
−
xτ
Φc k

0
Φk

 
zτ
vτ

2

,
F

(a)

kzτ k0 ≤ sz ,

(b)

∀τ = 1, 2, . . . t,
(6)
where we used xτ , yτ , zτ , and vτ to represent column τ of X,
Y , Z, and V , respectively, and k counts the iterations. To address each of the t sub-problems in (6), we propose a greedy
algorithm that constitutes a modification of the OMP method
[see Algorithm 1]. Our method adapts OMP [14] to solve:
kvτ k0 ≤ sv ,

minimize
w

subject to

kb − Θwk22

(7)

k(w(I)k0 ≤ sz ,
kw(J )k0 ≤ sv ,

where w(I) [resp., w(J )] denotes the components of vector w ∈ R(γ+d)×1 indexed by the index set I (resp., J ),
with I ∪ J = {1, 2, . . . , γ + d}, I ∩ J = {Ø}. Each

yτ
,
sub-problem in (6) translates to (7) by replacing: b =
xτ
 ck

 
Ψ
0
z
Θ=
, and w = τ .
vτ
Φc k Φk
Given fixed sparse coefficients, the dictionary update
problem decouples into two (independent) problems, that is,
Ψc k+1 = arg min
c
Ψ

1
Y − Ψc ∙ Z k+1
2

2
F

and

1
k+1 2
X −Φ∙V
,
F
Φ 2
 k+1 
 c

k+1
Z
=
. Each of these
where Φ = Φ Φ and V
V k+1
problems has a closed-form solution.
Φ

k+1

= arg min

4. X-RAY IMAGE SEPARATION METHOD
Because of complexity, dictionaries are learned for small image patches, usually with dimensions of 8 × 8 pixels; namely,
we adhere to a local sparsity prior. However, due to the highresolution of the images, patches of that size cannot fully capture large structures. Hence, we propose a multi-scale image
separation approach that is based on a pyramid decomposition of the images. Our multi-scale strategy is as follows:
1 We

use the overcomplete DCT to initialize our dictionaries.

(c)

Fig. 1. Image set cropped from a double-sided panel of the
altarpiece, on which we assess the proposed method; (a) photograph of side 1, (b) photograph of side 2; (c) corresponding
X-ray image. The resolution is 1024 × 1024 pixels.
The images at scale l = {1, 2, . . . , L}—where we use the notation Ml , Y1,l , Y2,l , to refer to the mixed X-ray and the two
visuals, respectively—are divided into overlapping patches
√
√
ul
ul
l
mu
nl × nl pixels. Each patch
l , y1,l , andy2,l , each of size
has top-left coordinates
 
 
Hl
Wl
ul = (l ∙u1,l , l ∙u2,l ), 0 ≤ u1,l <
, 0 ≤ u2,l <
,
l
l
√
√
where l ∈ Z+ , nl ≤ l < nl is the overlap step-size, and
Hl , Wl are the height and width of the image decomposition
at scale l. The DC value is extracted from each patch, thereby
constructing the high frequency band of the image at scale
l. The aggregated DC values comprise the low-pass
j k
j k compol
nent of the image, the resolution of which is Hll × W
l
pixels. The low-pass component is then decomposed further
at the subsequent scale (l + 1). The texture of the mixed Xray image at scale l is separated patch-per-patch by solving
Problem (4). The texture of each separated patch is then reul
c ul
c ul
l
constructed as xu
1,l = Φl z1c,l and x2,l = Φl z2c,l . Namely, we
omit the innovation component v [see (3)] during reconstruction, as this is common to the two X-rays2 . The separated Xray images are finally reconstructed by following the reverse
2 Experimental observation revealed that including the innovation component leads to poorer visual quality of the separation.

Table 1. Similarity scores (obtained with the SSIM [24] metric) between the separated components.
X-ray mixture 1
X-ray mixture 2

Fig. 2. Visual evaluation of the proposed multi-scale method
in the separation of the X-ray in Fig. 1(c); (left) separated side
1, (right) separated side 2. The competing methods are: (1st
row) MCA with fixed dictionaries [4], (2nd row) multi-scale
MCA with K-SVD, (3rd row) Proposed.
operation: Descending the pyramid, the separated component
at the coarser level is up-sampled and added to the separated
component of the finer scales.
As a final note, the dictionary learning process is applied per scale, yielding a triple of coupled dictionaries
(Ψcl , Φcl , Φl ) per scale l. Due to lack of training data in
the coarser scales, dictionaries are typically learned on the
finer scales and then re-used in the coarsest scale.
5. EXPERIMENTS
We assess our method on different crops, with dimensions of
1024 × 1024, taken from the digital acquisitions [6] of one
double-sided panel of the Ghent Altarpiece (1432). An example X-ray image we aim to separate and the two corresponding visual images from each side of the panel are depicted in

MCA fixed MCA trained Proposed
0.9249
0.7385
0.1681
0.9603
0.8341
0.6034

Fig. 1. We apply the multi-scale framework, where we use
√
L = 3 scales with parameters nl = 8, 1 = 4, 2 = 4 and
3 = 7. Dictionary triplets (Ψc` , Φc` , Φ` ), each with dimension
of 64 × 256, are trained for the first two layers and the dictionaries of the second layer are extrapolated to the third. We
use t = 46000 patches from digital acquisitions of the singlesided panels of the altarpiece and set sz = 10 and sv = 8.
To demonstrate the benefit of using side information, we
compare our method against two configurations of MCA [10,
11]. In the first one we use the discrete wavelet and curvelet
transforms on blocks of 512 × 512 pixels [4]; the lowfrequency content is divided between the two components. In
the second configuration we use K-SVD to train two dictionaries: one on X-ray images depicting cloth and the other on
images depicting faces—content also found in the X-ray mixtures. The K-SVD method is extended with our multi-scale
strategy and the same parameters are used. As no ground
truth data is available, we first resort to visual comparisons.
The results, depicted in Fig. 2, clearly show that MCA with
fixed dictionaries can only separate based on morphological properties; for example, the wood grain of the panel is
captured entirely by curvelets and not by the wavelets. It is,
however, unfitted to separate painted content. MCA with KSVD dictionaries is also unable to separate the X-ray content
as the dictionaries are not sufficiently discriminative. The
results using our method show the benefit of incorporating
side information in the separation problem. Towards a more
objective comparison, we measure the structural similarity
(SSIM) [24] index between the two separated components,
where low SSIM values would indicate less similarity; hence
good separation. The results on two additional X-ray scans
from the same painting, reported in Table 1, confirm the better separation performance of our method, as advocated by
the lowest SSIM values.
6. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel sparsity-based regularization
method for source separation guided by side information.
Our method is based on a new multi-scale algorithm that
learns dictionaries coupling multi-modal data. We apply the
proposed method to separate X-ray images of paintings with
content on both sides of their panel, where photographs of
each side are used as side information. Experiments with
real data from digital acquisitions of the Ghent Altarpiece
(1432), prove the superiority of our method compared to the
state-of-the-art MCA technique [10, 11, 15].
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